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Suspension Electrospinning Carbon Nanotube Doped Poly (Vinyl
Alcohol) Nanowires
Abstract

The synthesis, characterization and application of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have received substantial
attention in recent years, particularly in the field of polymer nanomaterial composites (PNCs). CNTs possess
impressive thermal, electrical and mechanical properties, and PNCs incorporating them have shown
multitude increases in these same properties with relatively low percolation thresholds [1]. Electrospinning is
an effective and tunable materials synthesis platform for the manufacture of micro and nanofibers that has
shown particular promise in the fields of carbon nanotube PNC processing due to the favorable isotropic
alignment CNTs undergo due to the electrospinning process [2]. CNT alignment has been shown to increase
the thermal, electrical and mechanical properties of carbon nanotube PNCs significantly compared to
unaligned anisotropic materials [3]. Electrospinning is being explored as a manufacturing platform for micro
and nanoelectromechanical systems, sensors, biomedical materials, filtration and catalysis. Carbon Nanotube
PNCs are being widely explored for applications in these areas as well [4], [5]. The most pressing processing
challenges for CNT doped PNCs is prevention of CNT bundling and agglomeration. This work explores the
synthesis via electrospinning of well dispersed CNT doped PNC nanofibers with enhanced electrical
properties using poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA). Previous work has accomplished increased conductivity of PVA
thin films and anisotropic electrospun fiber mats, but none have explored the conductivity of individual and
aligned electrospun micro and nano fibers of PVA with CNTs [6]. The electrical and optical properties of
these aligned individual and bundled nanowire assemblies are being investigated. Polymer doping was
performed with both pristine and chemically modified carbon nanotubes. A comparison of the pristine and
chemically modified nanotubes and their effects on the conductivity and dispersability is underway, as well as
variations on the chemical modification parameters. A four-point source meter unit protocol for conductivity
measurements is being developed and utilized for the measurement of PNC products. At the time of writing
this report, conductivity was not achieved in any CNT doped PVA products. These conductive fibers are
being explored and developed as a sensor, actuator, and optoelectronic device technology platform. Through
surface modification, doping and other semiconductor fabrication techniques with various metals, polymers
and nanomaterials, specific phenomena will be targeted and utilized for device function.
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Abstract
The synthesis, characterization and application of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have
received substantial attention in recent years, particularly in the field of polymer nanomaterial
composites (PNCs). CNTs possess impressive thermal, electrical and mechanical properties, and
PNCs incorporating them have shown multitude increases in these same properties with
relatively low percolation thresholds [1].
Electrospinning is an effective and tunable materials synthesis platform for the
manufacture of micro and nanofibers that has shown particular promise in the fields of carbon
nanotube PNC processing due to the favorable isotropic alignment CNTs undergo due to the
electrospinning process [2]. CNT alignment has been shown to increase the thermal, electrical
and mechanical properties of carbon nanotube PNCs significantly compared to unaligned
anisotropic materials [3]. Electrospinning is being explored as a manufacturing platform for
micro and nanoelectromechanical systems, sensors, biomedical materials, filtration and catalysis.
Carbon Nanotube PNCs are being widely explored for applications in these areas as well [4], [5].
The most pressing processing challenges for CNT doped PNCs is prevention of CNT
bundling and agglomeration. This work explores the synthesis via electrospinning of well
dispersed CNT doped PNC nanofibers with enhanced electrical properties using poly (vinyl
alcohol) (PVA). Previous work has accomplished increased conductivity of PVA thin films and
anisotropic electrospun fiber mats, but none have explored the conductivity of individual and
aligned electrospun micro and nano fibers of PVA with CNTs [6]. The electrical and optical
properties of these aligned individual and bundled nanowire assemblies are being investigated.
Polymer doping was performed with both pristine and chemically modified carbon
nanotubes. A comparison of the pristine and chemically modified nanotubes and their effects on
the conductivity and dispersability is underway, as well as variations on the chemical
modification parameters. A four-point source meter unit protocol for conductivity measurements
is being developed and utilized for the measurement of PNC products. At the time of writing this
report, conductivity was not achieved in any CNT doped PVA products.
These conductive fibers are being explored and developed as a sensor, actuator, and
optoelectronic device technology platform. Through surface modification, doping and other
semiconductor fabrication techniques with various metals, polymers and nanomaterials, specific
phenomena will be targeted and utilized for device function.
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Philosophical Background
A material’s chemical structure directly leads to its bulk structure and function. The
particular arrangement and interplay of intra and inter chemical and molecular forces leads to
emergent phenomena. These emergent phenomena arise over distances much greater than the
individual constituents, the chemicals, which cause their development in the first place. These
bulk properties are interpreted as the characteristics of the material, such as ductility and
conductivity.
The tailoring of the chemical structure is a powerful albeit, currently difficult, way in
which to tailor a material’s bulk properties to optimize performance for a given function or
application. The application of advanced, designed materials is of increasing utility in modern
technological progress. Rationally designed materials, from individual atoms, to controlled
microstructure, leading to a well-defined meso and bulk structure, is the future of advanced
materials and technological progress as each technological innovation is always intrinsically
limited by the materials it can be made from.
Focus on controlling these length scales of structure, atomic, molecular, nano, micro,
meso, and bulk has been underway for some time. Differing branches of science and engineering
have, since their inception focused on different length scales. Chemistry has been the domain of
atomic and molecular length scales, while materials and metallurgical scientists and engineers
have primarily focused on the micro, meso, and bulk length scales. Each has unique benefits and
drawbacks, developed over many dedicated years of concentrated research.
Materials scientists and engineers typically hold a top-down view and methodology,
interpreting properties of the bulk, conductivity, ductility, with little understanding of the
individual constituents, the chemicals, which give rise to these properties. Chemists typically
hold a bottom-up view, focusing on the individual properties of the constituents, usually to the
point that any and all emergent or bulk phenomena that are affected by these components is
completely ignored or considered irrelevant. An apt parable may be seen in the dividing
philosophical approaches of science, materials scientists and engineers holding a more holistic
view, while chemists holding a more reductionist view.
It is my opinion, that these traditional views and methodologies are just that, purely
historical, born out of a need to simplify incredibly complex phenomena. Their utility is
obviously apparent, with the massive success and development of chemistry and materials over
the past centuries to allow unparalleled technological advances. Advances in chemistry and
materials has no less allowed the development of other major fields, such as computers,
biotechnology, agriculture, medicine, and countless others. What once used to be focused fields
of study for their own right, chemistry and materials, has led to a mass exodus and invasion into
other fields, with many chemists and materials engineers/scientists specializing in a specific area
or application of their field in an entirely independent field of study, such as biomaterials and
biochemistry pervading the field of biology, biotechnology, and medicine.
Though these separate and defined methodologies and fields, top-down, bottom-up,
chemistry, materials science, have been of great utility, it is time for a new paradigm.
Nanotechnology as defined by the National Nanotechnology Initiative is any material or
technology with lengths scales from 1 to 100 nanometers. This specific length range is the grey
area between chemistry and materials science and engineering. The properties of a material in
this length scale have a strong dependence on their chemical structure and atomic make-up,
exhibiting strong quantum mechanical affects not seen in ordinary bulk matter. A typical
materials science and engineering approach is inadequate to cope with these complexities. On the
1

other hand, these materials are orders of magnitude larger than what typical chemical models and
synthesis focus on. These materials are large enough that, phenomena such as stiction, surface
tension, capillary forces, viscosity and laminar flow cannot be ignored, making a purely chemical
approach equally inadequate.
New approaches that leverage the benefits of both approaches are needed in order to
resolve these issues. A multidisciplinary hybrid field, materials chemistry and chemistry of
materials, in analogy to physical chemistry and chemical physics, is needed to allow the robust
development of theory, synthesis, analysis, and application of materials at this length scale. The
early beginnings of these fields materials chemistry and chemical materials have already begun
to develop and be recognized as distinct within their historical fields chemistry and materials
respectively. New fields such as molecular engineering, nanoengineering, and quantum
engineering, have also begun to form, but regardless of title and possibly some methodology,
their fundamental aims are often the same.
The development of nanotechnology shall be the testing grounds of new, extensive
approaches, theories and ideas, from which broader interpretations and ultimately ability can
arise to allow a whole host of new materials and technological development. It will be the
beginning of a broad, multiscale understanding and ability to build rationally designed materials
from atoms to bulk, controlling each length scale of structure beginning a new era of
development, unprecedented in history. The intrinsic limitations of technology will be pushed
forward as materials and chemicals engineered for a specific purpose will pervade and enable the
future.

Technological Background
Polymer Nanomaterial Composites
The fields of polymers and nanotechnology have garnered considerable research in recent
years merging together to form the interdisciplinary field of polymer-nanoparticle composites
(PNCs) [1]. Nanoparticles are any individual object from 1-100 nanometers in size whose
physical, chemical and transport properties behave as one unit with respect to each
object/particle [2]. The field of nanoparticles and nanotechnology has garnered considerable
funding and research in the past decade, averaging $1.8 billion annually, in the U.S. through the
National Nanotechnology Initiative [7]. A review of PNCs in 2007 estimated that approximately
$250 million was spent on PNCs with an estimate that by 2011 the market would be $500-800
million [1]. A more recent estimate on the market viability of PNCs could not be found.
Electrospinning
A major sub-sector of PNC research is the use of doped electrospun fibers for PNC
synthesis. Electrospinning is a micro and nanofabrication technique for producing fibers. High
voltage is applied causing charge buildup and electrostatic repulsion in the solution feedstock.
When electrostatic repulsion overcomes the surface tension, the solution is ejected through a
needle. If the feedstock has strong molecular cohesion or structure, such as the strong covalent
bonds in polymers, then a fiber is formed, otherwise weak cohesion leads to spraying and
dispersion of the feedstock as an aerosol, called electrospraying. As the fiber forms, solvent
evaporates and charge builds up on the length of the fiber’s surface. The surface charge buildup
causes instability, leading to whipping/spinning and elongation of the fiber until the fiber
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contacts the grounded collection plate. Solution electrospinning utilizes a solution as its reagent
feedstock while melt electrospinning uses a thermoplastic solid [5].
Electrospinning utilizes extremely small quantities of reagent to produces massive
amounts of fibers. It is a fast and very cheap manufacturing method with little start-up time to get
production going. The standard fiber mats produced currently however, are largely focused
towards filter applications. This robust and flexible technique has great potential for fabrication
in other realms owing to its simplicity and cost-effectiveness. The extension of electrospinning to
other fields is largely materials based as what materials you can spin determines what the final
product can be.
Materials and Purpose
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are an allotrope of carbon in the form of rolled, single sheets
of sp2 hybridized carbon. CNTs can come in several forms including single-walled, where there
is only a single tube (SWCNT), double-walled (DWCNT) where there are two tubes, one inside
the other, and multi-walled (MWCNT) where there are multiple tubes stacked within each other.
CNTs exhibit many unique and potentially useful properties which are being explored for use in
composites, drug delivery, electronics, energy production and catalysis. CNTs strong multifunctional material properties has garnered them considerable research interest in PNCs where
they have shown orders of magnitude increase in fiber strength and conductivity [6], [8], [9].
This work is particularly interested in conductive CNT PNCs. The creation of conductive
CNT PNCs relies on reaching the percolation threshold of the composite. Percolation threshold is
the minimum amount of CNTs to allow an electrical path via tube overlap. Conductive CNT
PNCs have many potential applications including sensors, conductive paints, and interference
shielding [6]. They are particularly promising due to the relatively low percolation thresholds
needed in order to achieve conductivity requiring only small amounts of CNTs making them
increasingly cost effective. To realize the full potential of conductive CNT doped PNCs however
has been difficult.
Several papers have studied conductivity of CNT PNCs in several polymer systems.
These systems have shown wide ranges of conductivity values and percolation thresholds [6].
These variances have been attributed to polymer-CNT interactions, degree of CNT
functionalization, CNT agglomeration, CNT aspect ratio, and degree of alignment. These
materials processing difficulties are partially alleviated through the use of electrospinning which
has been shown to align CNTs along the fiber length [3], [9]. Agglomeration of nanotubes into
bundles due to their high surface energy, however is still present and a major processing
difficulty [8], [10].
O’Bryan et al. studying CNT doped polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) thin films, found
adding oxidized CNTs lowered percolation threshold which was attributed to increased
dispersion of the CNTs [11]. Using oxidized CNTs is a viable method to increase dispersion, but
it can be generalized to the use of amorphous oxidized carbon, for which there are cheaper
methods and resources than CNTs, such as carbon black. There have been many studies beyond
this which have specifically focused on chemical and materials processing methods to increase
and maintain CNT dispersions [3]. They do not focus on oxidized CNTs or amorphous carbon,
but a variety of polymers and chemicals. Importantly, many of these studies show very
promising results, and their wider range of chemical functionality allows molecular engineering
of the CNT dispersions which will help dictate the desired bulk properties of the conductive
CNT PNC.
3

The purpose of this thesis was to explore methods to maintain CNT dispersion in
electrospun poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) fibers in order to develop from chemical construction to
bulk properties, electrically conductive fibers. Polyvinyl alcohol, PVA, was chosen due to
previous experience and its many potentially useful properties, biocompatible, lack of toxicity,
and cost effectiveness. It has repeating structure units of secondary alcohol groups represented in
figure 1.

Figure 1: Poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA). This represents a single monomer. Thousands of this single
unit repeats over and over the length of the polymer typically 1000-10,000 times per polymer.
Electrospun fibers can consist of thousands of intertwined polymers.
As stated earlier, the main focus of the project is on maintaining CNT dispersion in the
electrospun PVA fibers, so a review of CNT doped PVA literature as well as CNT dispersion
will be presented. Two methods have been developed in order to maintain CNT dispersion,
physical and chemical; these will be presented in the methods section. Ultimately, a combined
physical and chemical modification method was chosen, which primarily uses chemical
techniques in order to maintain CNT dispersion. There are two main classes within the chemical
methods, covalent and non-covalent modification, both with their own benefits and drawbacks.
A covalent method was chosen due to successes found in previous literature which was able to
attain conductivity in CNT doped PVA thin films, but no literature has been found which has
achieved conductivity in CNT doped PVA electrospun nanofibers as of the writing of this report.
As the polymer of choice PVA, is a polar protic material, i.e. can hydrogen bond, and is
typically processed in water, the focus of the methods were CNT dispersions in water. The
dispersion techniques were tested and samples were collected for conductivity testing, but
conductivity was not achieved. This work focuses on chemical methods to increase dispersion of
carbon nanotubes in order to increase conductivity in PNC. Physical methods are still required,
largely in the form of sonication in order to initially disperse the nanotubes, while the chemical
modification extends the lifetime of this dispersion.

Methods Researched
Increasing Carbon Nanotube Dispersion
Carbon nanotubes are high aspect ratio cylinders of carbon. Their sp2 hybridization
network leads to strong aromatic and hydrophobic interactions which do not facilitate dispersion
in water. In an effort to minimize their surface energies, CNTs bundle into rope like structures
decreasing their surface to volume ratio and minimizing the CNT-water interface [10].
There are overall two methods to break up these nanotube bundles and increase carbon
nanotube dispersion, physical and chemical. Physical methods are the most common and easiest
4

to implement using physical forces such as shear mixing and sonication to break up
agglomerations. Sonication is the most common physical method implemented for CNT
dispersion due to its ease of use and minimal damage to the CNT. The lifetimes of these
dispersions however, are typically short, on the order of seconds from observations through this
work. For the purposes of electrospinning, dispersions lifetimes on the order of minutes to hours
are necessary for proper composite synthesis. This fact necessitates that something other than
physical methods be used [3], [12].
Chemical treatments are the other major method used to create CNT dispersions. These
methods rely on changing the chemical structure or environment of the CNTs to eliminate their
ability to bundle. As this study is focused on PVA which is polar protic and processed in water,
the focus of chemical treatments was on CNT water dispersions. Chemical treatments are not
typical on their own as CNTs are, in water, typically bundled. This greatly limits the surface area
of the CNTs which are receptive to the chemical treatment. Figure 2 shows a representation of a
CNT bundle. These bundles can be quite large, holding thousands of nanotubes.

Figure 2: Representation of CNT bundle. The high aspect ratio of CNTs creates very high surface
energies and in typical polar solvents, such as water, these bundle structures are the CNTs most stable
form. These bundles must be broken in order to allow chemical treatment of the entire CNT surface.
In order to effectively chemically treat the entire CNT, these CNT bundles must be
debundled allowing the full CNT to react. Therefore it is typical for a physical treatment to be
used in order to initially debundle the CNTs which are then immediately chemically treated in
order to maintain their dispersed state. There are two main methods for chemical treatment,
covalent and non-covalent and both will be explored.
Covalent Modification
CNTs consist of a conjugated network of sp2 hybridized carbons. In this form the
carbons are relatively unreactive to many organic reactions and they cannot strongly interact
with water molecules making them insoluble. Through methods of oxidation however, it is
possible to create reactive sites or moieties, on the carbon nanotube with which many typical
organic chemical reactions can occur or with which water can hydrogen bond [12]. CNTs which
have undergone this process are often called functionalized.
Covalent modification or functionalization, involves the breaking of sp2 hybridization of
the carbon nanotube. Breaking this hybridization allows attachment of molecules such as
5

polymers or any other of several developed chemistries [6], opening the door to a many
application. Another benefits of covalent polymer attachment is improved mechanical
performance of the composites including load transfer and interfacial adhesion [6], [9]. As the
focus of this report is on electrical properties, these benefits may not be relevant for desired
applications, and should be considered of secondary performance importance.
The drawback is that the sp2 hybridization is what gives rise to the nanotubes emergent
electrical, mechanical, and thermal properties, and breaking this chemical structure diminishes
these properties. Therefore covalent modification has focused on only modifying the CNTs
enough to achieve the desired property, in this case dispersability, without diminishing the other
desired properties, in this case electrical conductivity, too much, so a balance must be met [12].
The most commonly used method of oxidation in order to break the sp2 hybridization and
functionalize the CNTs, is acid treatment.
Acid Treatment/CNT Oxidation
Acid treatment is typically the second step in all CNT chemical procedures after an initial
physical treatment debundles the CNTs. It is in itself a way to maintain dispersion CNTs, as it
allows increased hydrogen bonding of CNT to the water solvent, but it also is part of the pathway
to other dispersion methods [13]. Acid treatment involves boiling of CNTs in a mixture of
concentrated acids for a certain amount of time, the amount, temperature, time, and type of acid
vary and is an active area of investigation [14]. A brief informal literature review of several
papers on acid treatment is given in Appendix A.
Pristine CNTs, CNTs which arrive as synthesized, if done properly are largely chemically
unreactive for most typical chemical reactions. Acid treated CNTs increase oxygen moieties on
the surface; hence abstractly the CNTs are oxidized. These moieties can hydrogen bond, have
ionic interaction, or undergo many of the typical organic chemistry reactions such as
esterification [14].
Acid treatment is not the only method to produce these chemically reactive moieties,
electrochemical oxidation, photo oxidation, and plasma oxidation procedures have also been
used to accomplish the same goals [13], [14]. The difference is typically chemical acid treatment
is more controllable and attacks at the CNT defect sites such as the ends of the tubes and any
cracks already present in the tubes, leaving the majority of the CNT wall sp2 hybridized and
maintaining its desirable CNT characteristics. Other methods may not be as controlled and may
attack at non-defect sites breaking hybridization and diminishing desired properties [13]. All
oxidation methods may generate increased defects and amorphous carbon. Annealing at 900°C
can be used in order to remove some of these defects and amorphous carbon [13].
Because CNT doped PNCs properties rely so heavily on their processing parameters, [6],
and there is a large number of variables for all oxidation methods, regardless of method chosen, a
carefully documented and repeatable procedure should be picked and strictly adhered to.
Ultimately, oxidation either by acid treatment or other methods, of CNTs is the first step in any
chemical modification procedure as they generate chemically reactive sites on the CNTs. These
superficial, typically oxygen, containing functional groups include alcohol and carboxyl which
are known to undergo very useful organic reactions including acyl chloride or ester formation.
CNT oxidation, most often through acid treatment, is the basis from which the following
chemical modifications, polymer grafting or small molecule attachment can occur.
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CNT Dispersion By Molecular Grafting
Through oxygen containing moieties on the oxidized CNT surface, it is possible to
perform several chemical reactions. These methods have been used not only to help disperse
CNTs, but also for drug loading, nanoparticle attachment, to make carbon nanotube structures
such as tori, and other procedures [12], [15], [16]. Molecular grafting is the insertion or
attachment of one molecule onto another, in this case onto CNTs. Research has used small
molecules but due to their size, they likely do not provide significant steric hindrance or
increased hydrogen bonding beyond what the oxidized moieties, carboxyl, alcohol, ether, of the
CNTs already provide. Hence, the focus will be on polymer grafting due to polymers relatively
large size, they can exhibit significant steric hindrance and hydrogen bonding.
Polymer grafting’s intent is that the polymer will interfere with other nanotubes
preventing bundling. They may do this either through wrapping of the CNT or through various
chaotic Brownian motions in solution. Figure 3 shows some molecular models of wrapped
polymers from O’Connell et al. [17].

Figure 3: Molecular models of polyethylene wrapped carbon nanotubes. Due to the
hydrophobicity of the polyethylene and CNT, presumably in a polar protic solvent, such as water,
they strongly interact. This interaction does not allow the CNTs to bundle maintain CNT
dispersions. Image from O’Connell et al. [15].
The polymer is typically only attached at one site, leaving the chain of the polymer free
to wrap around the CNT as in Figure 3, be associated with other polymers, or be free in solution
[17], [18]. As the polymer is covalently attached to the CNT, they cannot be removed without
breaking the attaching covalent bond, making this type of dispersion extremely strong and stable
in the long term. To achieve it however, chemically reactive moieties must be present on the
CNT, and this is achieved through CNT oxidation either through acid or plasma treatment.
Once the reactive moiety is present, several organic chemical reactions may be
7

performed. In general polymer grafting of CNTs is split into two methods growing the polymers
from the CNT, grafting from, and attaching already grown polymer to CNTs, grafting to [6].
Because of their ready availability, cheapness, simplicity, and reliability pre-synthesized
polymers were chosen. Grafting from, also known as in-situ polymerization, methods may allow
greater overall control of the polymer morphology, length, and greater polymer attachment, but
for the scope of this research that level of control is currently unnecessary.
Having chosen preformed polymers and grafting to methods, there are several options
dictated by mainly by the polymers desired to be attached. The attached polymers should be
chosen using chemical and molecular engineering principles in order so that the final bulk
properties of the composite as dictated by its chemical structure are met, i.e. good dispersion of
CNTs throughout the fiber. The polymer should also be cheap, easily processable, and
preferentially be biocompatible for wide utility. Two polymers meet these criteria, PVA and poly
ethylene glycol, (PEG). PEG is also known as poly (ethylene oxide) PEO.
As previous work has focused on PVA electrospun fibers, PVA was chosen as the
polymer fiber. PEG was chosen as the graft polymer due to the favorable hydrogen bond
accepting behavior the polymer would hypothetically provide. As PEG is made of repeating
ether groups that may only accept hydrogen bonds, there are no strong intermolecular
interactions between corresponding PEG polymers which would prevent agglomeration of the
PEG polymers when attached to the CNT. PVA polymers may accept or donate hydrogen bonds
and so could have an increased tendency to agglomerate to themselves providing less steric
hindrance for CNT agglomeration. Only one report could be found relating to these hypothesis
and it found PEG grafting to CNTs did cause microphase separations, where the oxidized
nanotube formed micelles about the more hydrophilic PEG in hydrophobic benzene/THF
solvents while PEG did not agglomerate and helped disperse CNTs in water corroborating the
proposed hypothesis. [18].
When mixed with PVA, the PEG and PVA should intercalate, maximizing inter polymer
hydrogen bonding, creating phase stability and dispersion. See Appendix B for a schematic.
Figure 4 is a representation of a PEG polymer.

Figure 4: Representation of poly ethylene glycol (PEG). The oxygen functional groups,
represented by “O” contain two lone pairs of electrons which are free to accept hydrogen
bonds from water but cannot donate hydrogen bonds preventing it from strongly interacting
with itself through hydrogen bonding.
As stated earlier, the exact chemistry of grafting is largely dictated by the polymers
chosen. PEG is the polymer chosen to be grafted to the oxidized CNTs. There are different types
of PEG, such as amine terminated PEG, which may be used to allow different chemistries, but
these increase costs and do not provide any particular benefit when covalently modifying, but
may be beneficial in non-covalent modification which will be discussed in the non-covalent
8

modification section. For this work plain PEG was used and the most reactive chemical moiety
of PEG is the alcohol groups which terminate the polymer. There are several organic reactions
which may be used to react with these, but for simplicity only two were focused on, acyl chloride
and esterification, and ultimately only one used, esterification.

Acyl Chloride Route
The acyl chloride route react with the CNT defects, primarily envisioned as carboxyl
groups (COOH), into highly reactive acyl chlorides. Acyl chlorides quickly and easily react with
many organic functional groups, in this case alcohol, also known as hydroxyl, groups such as
those along PVA, but in this case the hydroxyl terminated PEG. Figure 5 shows the structure of
an acyl chloride.
Acyl chlorides are made by treating carboxyl groups with halogenating agents, in this
case thionyl chloride (SOCl2) or oxalyl chloride (C2O2Cl2). This is done because acyl chlorides
are much more reactive than carboxyl groups. Once the acyl chloride is made on the CNT
defects, the PEG would then only need to be added and it would react and graft to the CNTs.
Several researchers have reported polymer grafting success via this route [18]–[20].

Figure 5: Acyl Chloride. The R represents the remaining organic group, in this
case the carbon nanotube. Carboxyl groups are chemically treated to form acyl
chlorides as acyl chlorides are much more reactive.
However, acyl chlorides are so reactive, that they are air and moisture sensitive. The
procedure would need to be completed in a nitrogen filled glove box, inert atmosphere bag, or a
Schlenk line. Currently at Montana Tech, none were found to be currently available hence this
route was not attempted, but future work may find it more convenient and effective.
Esterification Route
The second organic reaction which may be used to graft PEG onto oxidized CNTs, is
esterification. The general esterification reaction is shown in figure 6.
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Figure 6: Chemical equation for esterification. R represents the CNT, R1 represents the
remaining PEG polymer. After the reaction R and R1, the CNT and PEG respectively, are now
covalently attached via an ester linkage. The different methods, Steglich and Fischer-Speier
are in how this reaction is catalyzed.
The essence of the esterification reaction is that the PEG becomes covalently attached to
the CNT via an ester linkage. This is a strong connection, but it can be reversibly broken via acid
or based hydrolysis or solid state thermal methods [21] to give the defunctionalized CNT.
The yield of functionalized CNTs through ester formation is typically poor. Several
methods to increase and catalyze the reaction have been discovered. The two main methods
found in literature are the Steglich Esterification and the Fischer-Speier Esterification. Appendix
C gives a schematic overview of Steglich Esterification (Catalyzed Route) versus the Acyl
Chloride (Oxalyl Chloride) route.
Steglich Esterification
The Steglich Esterification, also known as the carbodiimide or diimide route, uses
moderate conditions, N,N'-Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) as a coupling reagent, and 4Dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) as a catalyst. This technique is well suited for particularly
temperature or pH sensitive reagents as shown by its utility in artificial peptide synthesis.
However, most polymers and CNT systems will not require such moderate temperature or pH
sensitivity. It has been used with success to form polymer grafted CNTs [6], [9], [21]. One study
reported greater dispersion via the acyl chloride route rather than the Steglich Esterification route
[21].
The most significant problems with the Steglich Esterification are the cost of reagents
relative to other methods, and the toxicity of reagents. Their utilization in peptide synthesis is an
obvious warning in their ability to cross-link proteins, such as those of the skin and eyes. Both
DCC and DMAP have been reported to cause serious skin and eye damage, be highly toxic, and
fatal if coming into contact with skin [22], [23]. For these reasons, these methods were not
pursued.
Fischer-Speier Esterification
The Fischer-Speier Esterification, also known as the acid catalyzed route. It typically uses
large excesses of the alcohol to drive product formation via Le Chatelier’s Principle. Out of the
methods, the required reagents are the simplest consisting of a carboxyl source (the CNTs), an
alcohol source (the PEG polymer), and an acid catalyst. The acid catalyst can be one of several
acids including sulfuric, but in the case of the literature source this work attempted to replicate,
hydrochloric [8].
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In a typical procedure, all reagents are added to a round bottom flask, under stirring, and
are heated to reflux. The simplicity of method, inexpensive reagents, and highly controllable
parameters make this a very effective method. Temperature, pH, and amounts of reagent can be
easily controlled and tuned to maximize efficacy.
Ultimately this method, a covalent grafting to Fischer-Speier Esterification, was the one
pursued in this report. The other methods are still effective, and possibly more effective. Each
should be evaluated to best suit the available equipment, materials, and expertise of the
researching laboratory. As this is a covalent method, it is still hindered by the fact covalent
modification can diminish CNT functionality, particularly conductivity. The following sections
will explore non-covalent functionalization methods which do not have this drawback. Given the
proper materials, many of these methods could prove to be much simpler and superior than the
covalent methods and the one ultimately attempted to be replicated in this report.
Non-Covalent Modification
Due to their ability to not break the sp2 hybridized network of CNTs, non-covalent
methods have received serious attention. A method by which to maintain CNT dispersion and
alignment, without damaging the CNTs would ultimately greatly reduce the amount of CNTs
needed therefore reducing cost and waste in CNT PNC production.
These methods include non-covalent polymer wrapping such as in [17] and [19], but it
can also include more general surfactants, particularly sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and others
[10], [12]. A more effective and general way to divide the two is through the particular
intermolecular interaction with the CNT either hydrophobic or ionic interaction. Both polymers
and small molecular surfactants can interact with the CNTs through either of these
intermolecular interactions to disperse them.
Ionic Interactions
This methods focuses on using the electrostatic attraction between oppositely charged
defects in the CNTs, either intrinsically present from synthesis or created from acid
treatment/oxidation and the surfactant. The defects in CNTs from acid treatment/oxidation are
typically oxygen bearing moieties, carboxyls, hydroxyls, and ethers. These chemical groups
typically bear a negative dipole charge. In the case of carboxyls and amines this can be largely
pH dependent but at physiological pH (~7) they can be considered in their charged state.
Surfactants bearing positively charged chemical groups, such as amines, are
electrostatically attracted to the CNT where the defects are present. These strong interaction bind
the surfactant to the CNT and, depending on the reaming molecular structure, either improve
dispersion by facilitating hydrogen bonding and CNT bundling interference or just CNT
bundling interference. The literature particularly focuses on amine bearing polymers [19].
Polymer wrapping due to this mechanism was explored with amine terminated PEG. It
was found that amine terminated PEG through a non-covalent, ionic interaction, dispersed CNTs
nearly as well as covalently functionalized, amide bound PEG [19].
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Figure 7: Amine terminated PEG. An et al, [19], found the NH2 group, at approximately pH
7, formed a strong electrostatic/ionic interaction with CNT defects. Increased composite
diameter indicated the remaining polymer wrapped around the CNT and facilitated
dispersion. The strength of this wrapping was found to be nearly that of covalent attachment
while being much simpler to prepare. Image Credit: Sigma-Aldrich
This is a particularly promising result as this would greatly simplify CNT dispersion
synthesis completely eliminating any need for covalent attachment, such as through acyl chloride
or esterification routes, while still maintain the benefits of covalent polymer attachment
including improved load transfer and interfacial adhesion [6], [9].
Hydrophobic Interactions
Hydrophobic surfactant dispersions do not focus on CNT defects but on the hydrophobic
and aromatic nature of the sp2 hybridized CNT wall. Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) was
common in the literature due to its inexpensive nature and common use as surfactant [3], [10],
[17]. Other surfactants including DNA, and conjugated polymers, such as polyaniline (PANI),
have also been studied [12], [24]–[27].
Drawbacks to surfactant-CNT dispersions are largely the unknown affects in
processability of the composite. The exact effects of surfactants such as SDS and others with the
electrospun fiber PVA and the electrospinning process would have to be studied on a case by
case basis. It is unknown whether the surfactant-CNT interaction is strong enough to survive the
electrospinning process and what micro and nano phase separations may occur. One report was
found that used SDS and gum arabic (GA) to non-covalently disperse CNTs mainly studying
alignment via electrospinning in PVA [28]. It was found that the solutions of SDS and GA
dispersed CNTs mixed with PVA when spun, did not produce nanofibers. Upon addition of PEG,
also known as poly ethylene oxide, to the SDS or GA and PVA mixture, however, nanofibers
were obtained with no reported evidence of agglomeration along the nanofiber length. This work
shows evidence that non-covalent methods are viable and should be considered particularly due
to the ease of CNT dispersion synthesis.

Analysis of CNT PNCs
Much of this report has focused on synthesis variations for CNT dispersions. This section
will present some work in CNT PNC and CNT dispersion analysis as it particularly pertained to
Montana Tech. Most CNT dispersion analysis focuses on qualitative analysis of CNT
dispersions, particularly utilizing transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) to analyze nanofibers individually for agglomerations. There has been some
development, however, in quantitative analysis which will be presented.
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SEM Analysis
Currently, most CNT PNC analysis relies on TEM imaging. This is problematic as there
is not available TEM on the Montana Tech campus, and the nearest one being hours away. Quick
turn around and analysis of a high volume of samples is not practical under the current situation.
However, there is access to a SEM with low workloads that can easily handle a high volume of
samples and allow faster, synthesis and analysis cycles of research.
Currently expertise in SEM imaging limits them to surface imaging making it unsuited
for imaging CNTs embedded in electrospun nanofibers, however, recent work has shown subsurface SEM imaging of CNTs in polymer fibers is possible [29], [30]. By varying the
accelerating voltage of the SEM, due to the differences in electron emission of the embedded
CNTs and the polymers of the electrospun fiber, contrast between the two materials can be
observed. This allows the dispersion of CNTs along the fiber to be imaged. Still a topic of
research and debate, the imaging depth into the fiber is between approximately 50 and 100
nanometers. Figure 8 shows a representative images comparing scanning probe microscopy
(SPM), electrostatic force microscopy (EFM), and two using the sub-surface SEM technique
from [30].

Figure 8: All fields of view are 10 microns. a) is SPM, b) is EFM, and c) and d) are SEM using
sub-surface techniques 15kV and 1kV respectively. The material is a SWCNT PNC prepared
by in-situ polymerization of polyimide. Image source [30].
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Future work with this technique should be pursued, particularly at Montana Tech, as it
alleviates equipment limitations, and can allow faster synthesis and analysis research cycles for
CNT PNC development.
General CNT Dispersion Analysis
There has been some difficulty in determining exactly how to quantify CNT dispersions
and this work [10] gives a fairly broad and useful overview though is somewhat dated. Dynamic
light scattering (DLS) can be used to give particle size in aqueous solution, but must typically
assume spherical particles, which CNTs are not. Atomic force microscopy, or any of the many
related microscopies, is very useful for nano sized aggregate analysis, but is limited to extremely
small area sizes, making analysis of millions of nanofibers impractical. TEM and SEM may
allow relatively larger and faster sample analysis, but can require metal coating which may
interfere with some composites. There is some promise of using CNT fluorescence as individual
CNTs are known to fluoresce while bundled CNTs are quenched [10]. However, it seems
developing quantitative analysis techniques for CNT dispersions is still an outstanding problem
in the field, deserving of more thorough research and reporting beyond the scope of this work.

Methods Used
The previous section explored all many of the available research techniques in order to
construct conductive CNT doped PVA electrospun nanofibers. There are a multitude of possible
routes, but after weighing available funds, time, equipment and expertise, only one was chosen.
An informal literature review of the related conductive CNT doped PVA reviewed in this work is
available in Appendix D.
Previous research by Kim et al., reported success in creating conductive PVA nanofibers
using PEG grafted CNTs [8]. This work was relatively recent, 2010, used materials readily
available, and accomplished the desired goal of conductive CNT doped PVA nanowires. There
was also evidence from previous literature, characterizing the mechanical properties and phase
stability of PVA-PEG composites to support the hypothesized material properties in the CNT
Dispersion By Molecular Grafting section on page 7 of this report. It was for these reasons the
work was chosen for replication in order to confirm and eventually expand on it. A schematic
overview of the synthesis is available in Appendix E. Conductive CNT doped PVA nanowires
are only the first step in what is envisioned as a sensor, actuator, polarizer, and biomedical
scaffold platform in the Skinner Lab at Montana Tech.
The Kim et al.,[8], work used polymer grafting for CNT dispersion. Though the work of
An et al.,[19], using monoamine terminated PEG through the polymer ionic interaction method
showed their method should be simpler, requiring no chemical reaction to attach polymers to the
CNT, and nearly as robust as the covalently attached PEG, amine terminated PEG was not
readily available, and so this method was not pursued. Future studies should seriously consider
the An et al. method due to its ease, if materials are available. Ultimately, the chemical design of
these composites should provide the desired bulk properties of strong, well dispersed CNT
composites.
Materials
The carbon nanotubes were purchased from Nanostructured and Amorphous Materials
Inc, Houston, TX. They are MWCNTs with a purity of 94.7% and length of 0.5-2.0 microns.
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PEG came from Promega with a molecular weight of 7000-9000 and greater than 99% purity.
PVA came from Sigma-Aldrich with a molecular weight of 146,000 to 186,000 and 99%
hydrolyzed.
Acid Treatment of CNTs
Following the procedure of Kim et al., 2 grams of MWCNTs, 8mL concentrated sulfuric
acid and 22mL concentrated nitric acid were added to a clean 250mL round bottom flask with
acid resistant stir bar. Extreme caution should be taken when dealing with highly concentrated
strong acids. The flask was then placed in a VWR bath sonicator for 10 minutes. The mixture
was then heated on a hot plate, with sand bath, to 110°C, in a hood, under moderate stirring. It
was allowed to react for 24 hours. Overheating caused dark brown clouds of gas of presumably
nitrogen dioxide to form. Care should be taken to avoid overheating and breathing of nitrogen
dioxide as it is toxic.
After 24 hours the acid treated/oxidized CNTs (ox-CNTs) were allowed to cool for
approximately 1 hour and then the contents of the flask were carefully poured into 500mL beaker
of DI water placed in a tube of ice. I would emphasize extreme caution in this step to avoid
injury or damage. The 500mL solution was then neutralized with sodium hydroxide (NaOH) to a
pH of approximately 7.
The pH neutral ox-CNT solution was then placed in dialysis bags in a 1L beaker of DI
water. The water was changed several times over three days allowing the excess salt to be pulled
out. The ox-CNT solution was then removed from the dialysis tubing and lyophilized for several
days in order to remove excess water and create the dried product.
PEG Grafting of CNTs
Continuing to follow Kim et al., to graft PEG onto ox-CNTs, a solution of 2g PEG
dissolved in 20g ethanol was prepared in a 250mL flask. 0.02g of ox-CNTs were then added
followed by 0.02g of concentrated HCl as a catalyst. Note that 0.02g of concentrated HCl is a
very small volume. The 250mL flask was then heated on a hate plate with sand bath to 70°C
under stirring. The Fischer-Speier Esterification was allowed to proceed for 3 hours creating
PEG grafted, or PEGylated CNTs (PEG-CNTs).
After the 3 hours, the solution was allowed to cool for approximately 1 hour. The
solution was then neutralized using a 0.1M sodium hydroxide solution. Large excess of PEG is
present. To remove the PEG, 50mL of the solution was centrifuged at 8000 RPM for 15 minutes,
decanted, and the supernatant retained. Supernatant should contain the majority of CNTs while
large amounts of PEG should be visible in remaining waste. The supernatant solution was then
dialyzed similarly to the ox-CNTs for one day. The solution was then lyophilized for several
days to collect the dry product.
PVA CNT Electrospinning Solution Mixing
Both ox-CNTs and PEG-CNTs were electrospun in PVA solutions. The pH of the CNT
and PVA solutions were not taken, but should be considered to be slightly below pH 7 due to
dissolved carbon dioxide. The effects of pH on the final electrospinning solution of acid-treated
MWCNTs and PVA has been tested [31], but these effects were largely ignored in this work.
Initial experiments first used a dry CNT and PVA solution mixing method, where the
desired mass of dry CNTs for final composite weight percent were added to a solution of PVA
having the desired weight percent. This method was not successful as repeated attempts to mix
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and sonicate this solution, failed to disperse large CNT agglomerations.
Subsequently, a colloid-colloid mixing method was developed, where the mass of CNTs
needed for final composite weight percent were measured, and dispersed in a fraction of the final
solution water. The PVA solution was similarly made by dissolving the required mass of PVA
for final composite weight percent in a fraction of the final solutions water. The CNT colloid was
sonicated for 15 minutes using a VWR bath type sonicator. The PVA solution is made in large
batches at 10 weight percent. There was difficulty in synthesizing solutions of PVA due to the
relative insolubility of PVA. Work suggests that high temperatures, highly powdered dry PVA
stock and adding the dry PVA stock to the water in very small amounts is the only plausible way
of making PVA solutions. Further work is needed in order to overcome the difficulty of
dissolving PVA in water.
The two colloids, sonicated CNTs and dissolved PVA, were combined in equal parts to
give the final amount of desired solution having the desired weight percent of CNTs and PVA. A
Microsoft Excel file was created in order to expedite the process. Procedures used 1 gram of
final solution per experiment, which gave a surplus of solution but not excessive. Table 1 gives a
breakdown of the masses and weight percents of each solution combined to make the final
solution.
Table 1: 1wt% CNT and 8wt% PVA Electrospinning Solution
CNT
10wt% PVA
Mass (g)
0.01
0.8
wt%
1%
8.0%

Water
0.19

As PVA is difficult to dissolve it is made in larger batches at 10wt%. This solution is
somewhat viscous but when slightly heated, flows easily. Freezing of this PVA solution was
observed to irreversibly solidify PVA. No amount of heating would put the PVA back into
solution after solidifying.
All of the 0.19 grams of water from Table 1 was added to the dry CNTs which were
weighed in a fume hood into a polyethylene conical tube and then sonicated for 15 minutes. This
same conical tube was then placed on a scale and the correct mass of 10wt% PVA measured into
it. This minimizes the number of materials transfers which is crucial as dry nanotubes easily
aerosolize, wet nanotubes tend to stick, and 10wt% PVA is highly viscous. It is recommended
that the CNT colloid be kept in the bottom of the conical, and when adding 10wt% PVA it
should be added directly to the bottom into the CNT colloid. The sample was then sonicated for
10 minutes, and gently mixed before electrospinning.
The same Table 1 masses were used for both the ox-CNTs and the PEG-CNTs both of
which were used to make electrospun fiber mats. However, only the PEG-CNTs electrospun
fibers were tested for conductivity.
In personal experience, there has been much confusion and discussion on the exact nature
of weight percent calculations. For future reference the formula used to calculate weight percent
for component A in an N, where N is a positive integer, component mixture is as follows
wt% A = 100*[(mass A) / [(mass A) + (mass B) + ….(mass N)]]
Weight percent can be thought of as the percent of the total mixture mass the component in
question provides.
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In a typical procedure for this report, a minimum PVA weight percent of 6wt%, but
preferably 8wt% or more was used. At approximately 6wt% PVA nanofibers do not form and
electrospraying was observed. At 8% nanofibers were formed with solutions containing CNTs.
As discussed in Materials and Purpose under the Technological Background section on
page 3, a wide range of CNT wt% have been reported to reach percolation and therefore
conduction thresholds [6]. Values from fraction of a percent up to 20wt% have been reported.
For the purpose of minimizing materials waste, this work focused on 1wt% CNT composites.
Many have reported achieving conductivity at or around these levels [6].
Literature reports have included steps to remove large bundles of CNTs. Hernandez et al.
accomplished this by allowing sedimentation for 72 hours, decanting, and disposing of the
sediment [32]. Decanted solutions would only contain well dispersed CNTs. This could be an
avenue to eliminate clogging issues when electrospinning, however, the weight percent of CNTs
in solution would change. Hernandez et al. used an UV-Vis absorption method to correct for this;
however, the efficacy of this is method is suspect due to complexities in CNT absorbance.
Electrospinning PVA CNT Solution
The electrospinning parameters used to form a stable Taylor cone were 6.5cm needle tip
to collector plate distance, 24 gauge needle, 7.00kV, and 0.150 bar solution pressure. Samples
were collected on stationary, flat aluminum foil disc collector plates. Some difficulty was had
with jamming of electrospinning piping, often pressure was ramped to 1.00 bar the blockage
would break, and then pressure would be ramped down again to 0.150 bar.
Testing of Electrical Conductivity of Composites
Using the same parameters as for electrospinning on the flat aluminum disc collector
plates, a custom made by Beisel et al. for the Skinner Lab conductivity testing platform was
inserted into the electrospinner. The platform consists of a non-conductive additively
manufactured base holding a non-conductive quartz slide. Through openings on either side of the
quartz slide, conductive copper tape is exposed. This platform was centered in the electrospinner
and the fiber rastered between the conductive copper tapes. Once a fiber mat was visible to the
naked eye, electrospinning was stopped.
The conductivity testing platform was removed and the composite was removed. Using a
Keithley 4-point probe source meter, current was measured while voltage was ramped from
millivolt to volt levels. Source meter clamps were attached directly to the copper tape electrodes.
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Results
Oxidation of CNTs
Figure 9 shows an SEM micrograph of the ox-CNT products. Samples were gold coated
by sputter deposition for one minute. Several more micrographs are available in appendix F.

Figure 9: Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) showing ox-CNTs. Tubes structure is largely
maintained but as shown in Figure 10 chemical modifications have occurred. Image Credit:
Jessica Gregory, Montana Tech, IIP Program, with permission.
SEM picture of pristine CNTs were taken but were of low quality. Equipment failure has
prevented reimaging, so a qualitative comparison of the pristine and ox-CNTs by SEM has still
not occurred.
A chemical analysis by FTIR was not under taken for either the pristine or ox-CNTs but
future work should consider this. FTIR will detect the increase in oxygen content that would be
evident of proper acid treatment. Ultimately, the desired outcome of the ox-CNTs was
accomplished as shown in Figure 10. The ox-CNTs have far greater dispersion than pristine
CNTs in water owing to their surface functionalization. What remains is characterization to
determine the extent of oxidation needed to achieve the desired dispersion while minimizing the
diminishment of the conductive properties of the CNTs.
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Figure 10: The visual difference in dispersability of pristine MWCNTs on the left and the acid treated
ox-CNTs on the right, both in water 30 seconds after gentle mixing. Acid treatment increases oxygen
moieties at CNT defect sites which increase surface wetting properties through increased hydrogen
bonding.

PEG Grafting CNTs
Polymer grafting of CNTs well maintained dispersion but also subsequently increased the
volume of the final product, while maintaining the initial mass of CNTs, i.e. the density was
decreased. This correlated to an increased required doping level to reach percolation thresholds,
however, the PEG grafted CNTs were so volumous that difficulties arouse in dispersing them
and in clogging of electrospinning plumbing. Literature reports have included steps to remove
large bundles of CNTs which may alleviate this [32].

Electrospinning
Electrospinning successfully produced both pure PVA fibers and CNT doped fibers.
Figure 11 shows pure PVA fibers using a 10wt% PVA solution and Figure 12 shows CNT doped
PVA fibers using an 8wt% PVA solution doped to 1wt% PEG-CNTs. More micrographs are
available in Appendix F.s
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Figure 11: 10wt% PVA fibers produced by electrospinning. The scale bar is 5 microns. The fiber
diameter is approximately 500 to 1000 nanometers.

Figure 12: Electrospun fibers produced with 8wt% PVA and 1wt% PEG-CNT. The scale bar is 10
microns. The fiber diameter is approximately 500 nanometers.
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Conductivity of CNT PVA Fibers
Conductivity was not achieved as no current was detected above noise levels, in the
nanoAmp region. Figure 13 shows the conductivity testing platform with PEG-CNT doped PVA
fiber mat. The black tape is insulating electrical tape. The white is the fiber mat. Copper tape
runs from under the fiber mat through the black tape, down into the opening on either side and
out to where the source meter clamps were connected.

Figure 13: Conductivity testing platform. This platform allows rastering between two electrodes
via electrospinning to test conduction in fibers between the electrodes.

Discussion
There are a multitude of possible methods to disperse CNTs for use in PNCs. A brief
review of them was reported. Previous work by O’Bryan et al. used oxidized CNTs to
accomplish CNT dispersion in attempt to achieve conductivity in a PVDF system, but there are
several methods that would be more cost effective from cheaper reagents, more flexible due to
wider array of available chemistries, and most likely just as effective. Several literature sources
have used these other methods with reported success in conductivity in CNT doped PNCs [6].
In a continuation off the work of O’Bryan et al. methods most suited for the available
equipment, materials, and expertise at Montana Tech were chosen and pursued. A PEG grafting
from method via a Fischer-Speier Esterification was used to disperse CNTs. PVA was used as
the main fiber polymer and solution electrospinning was used to construct nanofibers.
Conductivity in these nanowires was not achieved, but through qualitative observation of
products, increased dispersion of CNTs was achieved. Physical dispersion, through sonication is
still a necessary requirement for initial debundling of CNTs but the lifetime of these colloid
dispersions is short, on the order of seconds. The polymer grafting functionalization method
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investigated extended the lifetime of these colloid dispersions to hours and days.
Analysis of the dispersion of CNT within the polymer matrix could not be undertaken
due to lack of expertise and available equipment. Methods were investigated that can overcome
this difficulty but due to time constraints were not able to be tested.
A procedure and equipment for testing CNT doped PNCs was developed. Future work
will benefit from established protocols and available equipment allowing faster synthesis and
analysis research cycles.

Future Work
Various points of interest and ideas will now be presented for work that wishes to build
off or continue what was presented here.
Polymer Grafting
Polymer grafting lead to very much improved CNT dispersion lifetimes but also lead to
greatly decreased product density. The decreased density required a subsequent increase in
doping level to possibly reach percolation threshold which lead to difficulty in dispersing larger
volumes of product and clogging of electrospinning plumbing. Future research should focus on
maintaining the desirable dispersion properties from the PEG grafting while decreasing the
volume gain.
Using less PEG in the grafting reaction may allow this, especially as PEG is already used
in large excess in the reaction. It could be that such as excess is unnecessary and that the volume
gain is simply from using excess PEG. Other options include decreasing of PEG chain length.
This experiment used PEG 8000, but smaller commercially available versions such as PEG 6000
or possibly less is available. These would have shorter chain lengths and could achieve similar
dispersion with less volume gain due to their shorter length. Literature reports have included
steps to remove large bundles of CNTs which may help alleviate this [32]. Other small molecules
such as diols and other organic could also possibly be used, but such a decrease in size may
cause a loss in dispersion lifetime and stability.
Non-Covalent Dispersions
Some work has shown non-covalent dispersions to be robust enough to maintain CNT
dispersion when electrospinning [28]. The easy preparation of these dispersions makes them an
attractive route for CNT PNC synthesis. Further work should seriously be considered in this
direction.
Annealing
Annealing at 900°C was shown to decrease defects and remove amorphous carbon, after
acid treatment to produce ox-CNTs. Future work may test annealing of CNTs before polymer
grafting in order to decrease defects and impurities and improve final composite performance
[13].
Some research has reported increased conductivity in CNT PVA composites by annealing
to near the glass transition temperature of PVA [34]. It is hypothesized that annealing decreased
fiber stress and allows an increase in CNT inter tube contacts increasing conductivity. Future
work may test this to see if lower percolation thresholds can be achieved.
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Pyrolysis
Pyrolysis of PVA fibers is being explored to induce conductivity also. From a chemical
view point, pyrolysis is simply a thermally initiated radical reaction [35]. Highly energetic argon
molecules collide in the furnace with the PVA fibers, breaking bonds homolytically, meaning
one electron to each of the previously bonded atoms. These single electrons, called radicals, are
highly reactive. A complete review of radical reactions will not be given here, but suffice to say
that, overall, the reactions tend to produce increasingly aromatic and double bonded carbons,
oxidized carbon. It is these aromatic and double bonded, sp2 hybridized carbons which give rise
to the materials conductivity, an example of chemical structure leading to bulk properties.
Testing of pyrolysis was completed by Beisel et al. (unpublished) but products were too
brittle for testing, being destroyed by the probe connection. A possible route around this is to
reduce the temperature and longevity needed for the radical reaction to take place. There is a
class of compounds known as radical initiators. These are inherently unstable compounds which
take much less energy to induce a radical reaction. Doping of electrospun fibers with these may
allow the time and temperature needed for pyrolysis to be reduced greatly. However the ability
of these chemicals to survive electrospinning is unknown. Many are considered to be explosive,
but this should not deter investigation. They may have to be applied post electrospinning before
the oven treatment.
Conductivity Testing
Further work is needed in order to fully account for the contact resistance when
measuring PVA-CNT composites. Work has been conducted on the metal-organic interface of
contacts deposited by metal evaporation [33]. A rigorous understanding of these contact
resistances is needed in order to measure the possibly low currents pushed through these
nanowires.
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Appendix A: Informal Literature Review of Acid Treatment of Carbon Nanotubes
Chemical oxidation of multiwalled carbon nanotubes
Datsyuk, V., et al. "Chemical oxidation of multiwalled carbon nanotubes." Carbon 46.6 (2008):
833-840.
They treated MWCNTs separately with HCl, HNO3, Piranah (sulfuric acid and hydrogen
peroxide) and ammonium hydroxide and hydrogen peroxide. It was found that the HNO3, 48h,
reflux, concentrated produced the most defects (carboxyls, hydroxyls, etc.) than the others. It was
thought functionalization occurs at defects and not at pristine sp2 sites.
They found refluxing in nitric acid increased the number of defects compared to other
samples significantly which means the HNO3 is breaking down the tubes somewhat which is bad
for thermal, mechanical and electrical properties (pg5). The absolute increase however was not
as high, with pristine and other treatment methods having ~14% oxygen content to nitric acid
reflux tubes having ~22% (pg5.) Titrations indicated that surface oxygen sites
(carboxyl/hydroxyl) increase from 1.8mmol/g on pristine MWCNTs to 3.7mmol/g from nitric
acid reflux (pg6).
In conclusion they found that ammonium hydroxide/hydrogen peroxide treatment
removed the most impurities, caused the least defects, while still oxidizing the CNTs, however,
they suspected that this treatment may not oxidize them enough to be useful for many
applications.

Evaluation of mild acid oxidation treatments for MWCNT Functionalization
Avilés, F., et al. "Evaluation of mild acid oxidation treatments for MWCNT functionalization."
Carbon 47.13 (2009): 2970-2975.
In this paper they tried to propose methods of acid treatment which are least damaging
but still functionalize and disperse the nanotubes. Acid treatment of CNTs is a popular method to
allow dispersability while maintain electrical and mechanical properties. The paper claims aspect
rations of around 200 are needed to maintain both in carbon nanotube polymer composites
without high percolation levels.
Many acid treatments, especially with HNO3 shorten the carbon nanotubes. The paper
wanted to avoid this. They analyzed several methods with mild acid 3.0 and 8.0 M treatments, at
60C for 15 minutes stirring, then sonicated 100W, 42kHz for 2 hours. They then filtered, washed
and dried to collect the tubes.
Using EDX (element concentration detection) they found H2SO4 increased oxygen
content the least while the more concentrated 8.0M combination of HNO3 and H2SO4 increased
oxygen content the most, but again the absolute increase was small from 3.94% of sample for
H2SO4 to 7.57% for HNO3 and H2SO4. This paper has a section going into detail on FT-IR of
the tubes which will be useful when we FT-IR the tubes.
In conclusion a 2h treatment with 3.0M HNO3 followed by treatment with H2O2 was
found to produce the most functionalization with the least damage.
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Multiwall carbon nanotubes purification and oxidation by nitric acid studied by the FTIR
and electron spectroscopy methods
Stobinski, Lesiak, et al. "Multiwall carbon nanotubes purification and oxidation by nitric acid
studied by the FTIR and electron spectroscopy methods." Journal of Alloys and Compounds
501.1 (2010): 77-84.
This paper analyzes the effects of concentrated (68%) HNO3 acid treatment on
MWCNTs at 120C for 50 hours. It was found acid treatment removed amorphous carbon
nanotubes and catalysts “cleaning” the nanotubes. The oxygen content increased from 2.3% to
9.6% via elemental analysis and 1.7% to 13.4% via XPS analysis. They measured a 66 wt% sp2
carbon decreased to 49.1 wt% through oxidation, a decrease from 18.7 wt% sp3 carbon to 15.3%
and a general increase in oxygen containing groups, I calculate to be from 15.3 wt% to 35.6
wt%.

Oxidation of multiwalled carbon nanotubes by nitric acid
Rosca, Iosif Daniel, et al. "Oxidation of multiwalled carbon nanotubes by nitric acid." Carbon
43.15 (2005): 3124-3131.
They test a range of nitric acid treatments and also propose a method to quantitatively
measure dispersion of carbon nanotubes using an optical microscope. For the optical microscope,
they basically diluted the CNTs and looked under them under the microscope until they didn’t
see any big chunks. I’m not seeing any quantitative measurement of any kind like they claim.
They used a measurement called AG/AD which is the ratio of the G band to the D band
from Raman spectroscopy. They claim that an increase in this ratio represents lower amorphous
carbon while a decrease represents an increase in amorphous carbon. Worth looking into further.
Amorphous carbon is generated as the acid digests the tubes, but it also digests
amorphous carbon. It was found using their methods that after 12 hours more amorphous carbon
is generated by tube digestion than is consumed. Ideally all amorphous carbon is removed, so
that is bad. They suggest higher initial concentrations will slow tube digestion and amorphous
carbon production.
Longer times spent refluxing in acid translated to increased solubility. They hypothesized
that amorphous carbon acts as a surfactant to solubilize the nanotubes. To test they oxidized
CNTs in air at 500C for 1.5h. An increase the AG/AD “proved” amorphous carbon was removed
while carbon nanotubes were not digested to form more amorphous carbon while being
functionalized. These air-oxidized nanotubes were very poorly soluble compared to the acid
treated. I could not find if they tested increases in oxygen content for their acid or air treated
samples so I’m unsure of this conclusion. Worth looking into.
In general it was found higher acid concentrations, higher temperatures (specifically
whether the nitric acid is boiling or not boiling with boiling increasing solubility greatly) and
longer times increased solubility which is not surprising. They key is balancing this with
amorphous carbon production as I don’t believe amorphous carbon is conductive. They found
that 9-12h oxidation in 60% nitric acid lead to “good” solubility 10mg/mL with the same
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amorphous carbon content as pristine tubes (pristine=untreated, as bought). They found initial
concentrations of 2.5mg/mL increased solubility the greatest with the shortest oxidation time.
After 24 hours small nanotubes are destroyed by this treatment while larger one remain
relatively unchanged by SEM analysis. Alignment of carbon nanotubes increased after 12h
becoming more significant after 24 and 48 hours by SEM analysis. Alignment is the breaking up
of carbon nanotube bundles (like spaghetti) and them aligning along their lengths more like
wood grains.
High solubility is obtained after 24-48h by these methods but 60-90% of CNTs are lost.
In summary I think it may be worthwhile to try these methods, going for 12h oxidation
with an initial concentration of 2.5mg/ml in order to obtain the most solubility and alignment
without destroying the tubes much. I think alignment may allow increased conductivity.
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Appendix B: Schematic of PEG Grafted CNTs Versus PVA Grafted CNTs
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Appendix C: Schematic of Steglich Esterification (Catalyzed) Route Versus Acyl Chloride (Oxalyl
Chloride) Route
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Appendix D: Informal Literature Review of conductive CNT PVA PNCs by
Electrospinning
Electrospun poly(vinyl alcohol) nanofibers incorporating PEGylated multi-wall carbon
nanotube
Kim, Min Jee, et al. "Electrospun poly (vinyl alcohol) nanofibers incorporating PEGylated multiwall carbon nanotube." Synthetic Metals 160.13 (2010): 1410-1414.
Summary:
In this paper they pegylate, meaning attach the polymer PEG (poly ethylene oxide) to
multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) in order to maintain their dispersion and prevent
agglomeration during electrospinning. They tested the conductivity of these and compared them
to un-pegylated MWCNT doped electrospun fibers.
“The electrical conductivity of PVA/MWCNT composite nanofibers was determined by a
resistivity meter (Laresta-GP, Misubishi Chemical Co.).” They found that the pegylated
MWCNTs increased conductivity by four orders of magnitude compared to the pristine MWCNT
PVA composites. They didn’t give a pure PVA conductivity. They found PEG-MWCNTs sheet
resistance to be 1.97E10 while the unpegylated was 5.73E14 Ω/□.
They analyzed their products by SEM and they all looked the same. They also analyzed
under TEM and the pegylated MWCNT were much more dispersed in the pictures they showed
while the pristine MWCNTs still showed agglomerations.
Synthesis Specifics:
They use a mixture of concentrated nitric and sulfuric acid at 110C for 24 h to oxidize the
pristine MWCNTs. 2g MWCNT, 8mL HNO3, 22mL H2SO4, sonicated (750W) 10 minutes to
make COOH-MWCNTs.
The COOH-MWCNTs were pegylated by: 0.02g COOH-MWCNTs, 2g PEG(2000), 20g
EtOH, 0.02g HCl (concentrated?), at 70C for 3h. This is an esterification reaction to make PEGMWCNT.
12wt% PVA made at 70C stirring for “more than 3h.” 1wt% of either pristine MWCNTs
or PEG-MWCNTs were added and sonicated (750W) for 10min.
Electrospinning flow rate of 1.0mL/h, 20kV at 12cm distance.

Morphology and mechanical and electrical properties of oriented PVA–VGCF and PVA–
MWNT composites
Bin, Yuezhen, et al. "Morphology and mechanical and electrical properties of oriented PVA–
VGCF and PVA–MWNT composites." Polymer 47.4 (2006): 1308-1317.
Summary:
In this paper they use vapor grown carbon fibers (VGCFs) which are very similar to
CNTs to dope PVA. They have many citations for PVA-CNT literature despite published in
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2006. They found less than 1wt% MWCNTs needed to reach percolation threshold. They found
VGCFs did not improve electrical properties but did improve mechanical. They found drawing
out of the fibers did not affect conductivity and neither did changes in termperature up to 100C
and then beyond PVA-CNT had not affect while pure PVA and PVA-VGCF increased.
“the electrical conductivities measured by two terminal method were 7.94E-4, 1.58E-5
and 1.26E-7 S/cm in the stretching, transverse and thickness directions, respectively.”
Synthesis Specifics:
They added either VCGFs or CNTs to a 60/40 mixture by volume of DMSO/Water and
sonicated (100W) for 3 hours. The mixture becomes viscous. They add enough PVA to make 530wt% for VGCF or 1-5wt% MWCNTs, heat up to 105C under nitrogen and stirred for 40
minutes. This solution was then poured into a 120C petri dish and left for 15 minutes. They were
then placed in a -30 freezer for 10h. This heat/thaw removes DMSO and forms a gel. They then
placed it into a room temperature bath and repeated 5 times.
They then physically drew the fibers out even though the title says electrospinning they
don’t give any details about electrospinning just “drawing.”

Thermo-electrical properties of PVA–nanotube composite fibers
Miaudet, P., et al. "Thermo-electrical properties of PVA–nanotube composite fibers." Polymer
48.14 (2007): 4068-4074.
Summary:
In this paper they explore high loading 11 and 23wt% of CNT into PVA fibers. They
bring in theory of conduction of nanotubes and it is believed that at low temperatures (room
temperature and below) conduction in CNT polymer composites (not just PVA) is dominated by
the resistivity of the polymer. They find that with higher loading, when heated it is glass
transition temperature (Tg), their CNT-PVA composites relax, allow more intertube connects
and increase conductivity. Repeated annealing does not repeat the effect.
They find that their annealed PVA-CNT fibers are semiconductors. They find that
increasing the CNT content increases conductivity and also when annealed at Tg the increase in
conductivity is much more pronounced than in lower dopings. They use conductivity to measure
Tg and find CNTs, even in high loading, have no effect on it.
They measured conductivity using a four-probe set up. They used silver paste as
connects. They found the contact resistance was negligible compared to the material’s resistance.
They used a Keithly 2000 to measure the resistance. They kept samples under vacuum to remove
water which increased resistance by 10% they found in samples not under vacuum.
They found their annealed fibers gave resistivity of 2.85E-4 (11wt%CNT) and 1.52E-3
(23wt% CNT) in Ω/m. They claim these resistivity are close to that of pure SWCNTs with no
polymer binding agents.
Synthesis Specifics:
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They use a surfactant method of dispersion. They use 1.2wt% sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) to disperse 0.9wt% CNTs in 5wt% PVA under constant sonication. They don’t give much
details on the fiber creation. I don’t think its electrospinning.
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Appendix E: Synthesis Scheme Pristine CNTs to PEG-CNTs
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Appendix F: Scanning Electron Micrographs

Figure F1: PVA nanofibers doped with PEG grafted CNTs micrograph 1. The scale bar reads 30 microns. The
solution was 1.01% CNT-PEG and 8% PVA, 1 gram total solution. Electrospun at 6.5cm needle tip distance with
24 gauge needle. 7.00 kV at 0.150 bar.
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Figure F2: PVA nanofibers doped with PEG grafted CNTs micrograph 2.
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Figure F3: PVA nanofibers doped with PEG grafted CNTs micrograph 3.
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Figure F4: PVA nanofibers doped with PEG grafted CNTs micrograph 4.
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Figure A5-7: PEG-CNT SEM
micrographs. These CNTs have been
acid treated and then PEG grafted to
them via esterification. Tube structure
is still present. Equipment difficulties
prevented higher resolution imaging.
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Figure A8-10: ox-CNT SEM
micrographs. Image credit: Jessica
Gregory, with permission.
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